Here’s a terrific “twist” on Instant Insanity® the colorful cube puzzle that’s fascinated millions. And this time, no loose pieces!

Have fun two ways. First, solve the classic Instant Insanity challenge by arranging the 16 panels until four different colors are located in each row and each column. How? Move one or two panels onto the rotating top and give it a twist. You’ll cleverly transport them to different columns. Rotate the puzzle’s base and you’ll move four panels, all at once. It’s easy to do, but like the original puzzle, you’ll be amazed by the challenge.

Once you’ve “warmed up,” try the ultimate challenge: solve the classic challenge, and, at the same time, color-match each of the small circles (line up all sixteen so each is one solid color). There are zillions of ways to arrange the sixteen panels, but only 24 correct solutions to the ultimate challenge. Take heart. Even if you never solve it, Instant Insanity II will always look good. No loose parts make this a great puzzle for fun on the go or wherever you may be!

Drive yourself “insane” with the classic Instant Insanity!

Scrambled
Slide the colored panels onto the rotating top, or base, for movement between columns.

Solved Level 1
Maneuver panels of four different colors into each row and column – just like original Instant Insanity®.

Solved Level 2
Maneuver panels of four different colors into each row and column AND color-match the small circles. (Very challenging!)

Tip: For best performance, hold the puzzle horizontally while sliding and rotating.